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Want to get up and running in cloud quickly, efficiently and securely? Our Cloud 
Start framework let’s you do just that. Cloud Start is perfectly aligned to suit your 
operational needs and best practices, so whether your planning a migration into 
the cloud or trying to understand how your customers or users could engage with a 
ChatBot – our cloud gurus are on hand to help you every step of the way. 
 
We break the Start Framework down into three key focus areas to guarantee you end-to-end coverage and 
to ensure all your burning questions and concerns are addressed, so that you can prepare to migrate with 
full confidence.

Core  
Configuration

What platform can I utilise? 

Can you adhere to my 
security & compliance 
standards? 

How can I integrate the cloud 
with my existing services and 
network?

 
Our cloud solution architects will 
guide you through all the key 
decisions needed to build and 
configure your cloud platform, 
ensuring you don’t make any 
decisions that could negatively 
impact you further down the line 
(no one wants that!)

Management Tooling  
& Integration

What tooling is required for 
managing my cloud platforms?

Can I use my existing 
infrastructure tools to manage 
cloud?

How do I secure my cloud 
platforms and the applications 
hosted within them?

We’ll help you understand which 
existing tools can be used along 
with the additional tooling 
you’ll need. We will overlay a 
management and integration 
layer across the platform to give 
you a comprehensive operational 
capability that aligns to your 
organisation’s needs.

Service  
Architecture

What skills will my team 
need?

What process changes do I 
need to make?

What processes do I need to 
implement?

We’ll develop a comprehensive 
service architecture based on 
your desired target operating 
model, starting with the 
operations for the core platform. 
Your cloud solution architect will 
then guide you through the key 
processes and requirements to 
manage the platform effectively.
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All of our core service are based on Microsoft’s 
Enterprise Scaffold, the Cloud Adoption Framework 
and Gartner’s Cloud Management Wheel. You can 
rest assured your project’s in the best hands.

We only partner with  
the best.
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